Ranking of pattern recognition parameters for premature ventricular contractions classification by neural networks.
Detection and classification of ventricular complexes from a limited number of ECG leads is of considerable importance in critical care or operating room patient monitoring. Beat-to-beat detection allows the heart rhythm evolution to be followed and various types of arrhythmia to be recognized. A quantitative analysis is proposed of pattern recognition parameters for classification of normal QRS complexes and premature ventricular contractions (PVC). Twenty-six parameters have been defined: the width of the QRS complex, three vectorcardiogram parameters and 11 from two ECG leads. These parameters include: amplitudes of positive and negative peaks, area of positive and negative waves, various time-interval durations, amplitude and angle of the QRS vector, etc. They are measured for all QRS complexes annotated as 'normals' and 'PVCs' from the 48 ECG recordings of the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database. Neural networks (NN) are shown to be a useful instrument for the analysis of large quantities of parameters. Separate ranking of any parameter and homogeneous group ranking (amplitude, area, interval, slope and vector) were performed. From the two ECG leads, the first three ranked parameter groups for clustering of PVCs are amplitude, slope and interval, while for N clustering they are vector, amplitude and area. Considering the entire parameter set, we obtained N = 99.7% correct detection of normal QRS complexes and PVC = 98.5% of premature ventricular complexes. The study also shows that simultaneous analysis of two ECG channels yields better accuracy compared to using a single channel: the improvement is 0.1% in the classification of N beats and 4.5% for PVC beats.